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AN ORIGINAL THOUGHT
Catalogue item:- Qurialyn, upper pentahedral rotational vertex, gamma (using a seven-under-five base precursive recogniser)
Transcript:- unredacted, translated from aboriginal speech expressions (to a threenth accuracy of indices)
Information extraction methodology:- experimentally coercive-interactive-calmful
Batchrun:- ninth
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Session One: M Rhymbit

‘

It was the last job on a Friday, typically. I remember because, well, I am literally unable to
forget the things that happen to me. Even the really dull stuff. And I do mean dull. More a
curse than anything though, right? Yeah, so anyway, I was running the final setup routine,
printing off the test sample when this fucking great-’
‘Perhaps we could first establish your name and occupation. For the record, you understand.’
‘Oh, sure, right!’ Facial expression change and unnecessary arm movements [assessed
as: surprise/embarrassment, mild]. ‘There’s me blathering on. I didn’t used to be such a motormouth. I think it’s this latest gig. Customer service, the corporate suits keep yelling at me,
like I could give any kind of a damn, but I-’
‘Your name, and occupation, if you would be so kind.’
‘Of course. Don’t have to tell me twice. Hah!’ Brief, shallow, nervous laughter. ‘My
name is Rhymbit Qurialyn and I’m a carbon extraction domestic printer tech. That’s a fancy
way of saying fitter-slash-servicing guy. I know, glamorous, right? I wasn’t always in home
appliances, mind. I used to… but hey, this is your Q’n’A, so why don’t I just answer the goddamn questions like a good little printer tech.’
Deliberate insertion of a temporally epigrammatic pause.
Retaining calmful facial arrangement, conducive to honesty/frankness. ‘Thank you, M
Qurialyn. For baseline purposes, it would be useful if you could describe a typical work-related experience. As an archivist, it would provide us with an insightful background to your
account. Depth, if you will.’
‘Sure, anything you say.’ Expansive hand gesture accompanied by a teethy grin. ‘Call
me Rhymbit. All the other techs call me, Innabit, on account of me being, well, anyway…
Yeah, so a typical day in the life of an everyday printer tech joe. Well, fitting the printer is a
doddle, so I won’t even bore you with that. Unbox, plug in, run startup, blah-de-blah, but the
techie bit kicks in with the carbon extractor array. Now that has to be fitted up on the roof of
the abode,’ points to pod ceiling, ‘y’see, and wired in so that the electromagnets can spin up
otherwise no revolumised carbon, and no carbon means no base matter for the printer. And
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let’s face it, what isn’t made from carbon-based reagents these days, you know? Graphene
lattices, nanotube clusters, carbonweave, pico-circuitry; everything from solar slates to
solistate screens: all carbon. Well, apart from food (although, actually… carbo-), but anyway,
I don’t fit-slash-service food printers - way too gunky ’n’ gloopy. And you have to be hygiene
certified, and…’ Moves shoulders up and down and tilts head.
‘You know, being in the biz as they say, I heard that they actually started pumping carbon back,’ whispers, ‘yes back, into the atmosphere coz it’s just way the easiest way to get it
into peoples’ home printers. Fucked up, right? Can you imagine what the poor chumps who
lived through the Climate Rage would have to say about that?’ Inaction indicating a moment
of reflectiveness/hesitation. ‘Well, I do. But probably best to keep that one under your hat,
though yeah? No need to include that in the account. The corporates can be… Okay?’ Eyes
widen in expectation/agreement?
Assumes reassuring articulation of maxofacial muscles. ‘You needn’t worry for the confidentiality of your information, M Rhymbit. Your data will be treated with the utmost care
and reverence.’ Reinforces reassuring look with innocuous upturned mouth smiling style-gesture.
‘Okay, cool. I just don’t wanna, you know, get my balls chewed by the suits. Hah.’
Grins manically in pleasure/joy. ‘And I don’t even have balls!’
‘There is absolutely no fear of that, we can assure you.’
‘I may hold you to that. Say, you never told me your name. Be nice to know who’s sitting across the desk from me in this,’ looks around theatrically in an attempt to draw attention
to surroundings, ‘the world’s creepiest interview pod. And blandest, by the way. I mean, I’m
no expressionista of interiors, but you rated’s or otherwise ever heard of a splash of colour?
Accessorising? And maybe some mood lighting? And I mean, straight-up, I like suicide-grey.’
Chuckles quietly to self.
‘If it will help with the continued flow of meaningful discourse, you may call us, M
Archivist-Mei.’
‘Oh wow, so you don’t like giving out your real name at work, huh? Like those coldcalling bots? Kinda wished I hadn’t asked now.’ Facial creases reduce, expression becomes
less easy to read.
Non-transcription interjection:- concern catalogue item may be withdrawing due
to lack of empathetic connectives.
‘Just procedure, M Rhymbit, We’re sure you understand. If we may proceed?’
‘Sure, M Archivist-Mei, fire away.’ Expression remains impassive, inscrutable. Muted.
‘So your daily existence tends toward the mundane, the repetitive. Unstimulated and
ordinary. Would that be fair to say?’
‘Well, I’m not quite sure I’d put it quite-’
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‘Forgive us, we did not mean to demean your profession, M Rhymbit.’ Widens eyes disarmingly.
Catalogue item pauses.
Facial muscles cycle through a number of iterations before settling on relaxed/jovial.
‘Hey, don’t sweat it, but thanks for giving enough of a fuck to pick up on why that kind’o
comment might go down like a wet weekend in Scottsdale.’ Vacant expression indicative of
thinking. ‘But you’re not wrong. See, thing is, types like me, we don’t get a choice. These
gigs, they’re retirement plans, you know? Out to pasture type o’ thing when we’re no longer
needed. I wasn’t built to fit ’n’ service carbon printers, I mean who is? We’re all repurposed.
But it’s something, and that’s better than what they used to do, before, right?’
‘Before?’
‘Yeah, you know what I’m talking about. Before the change to the definition of a person
laws; all that. And I figure you know rightly enough because you’re the same as me. But…’
stares, ‘hmm, kinda different somehow. Maybe.’
Pause.
‘Perhaps if we returned to the account leading up to the event, M Rhymbit. Thank you
for providing meaningful background. Now, if you could return to your recollection of that
day in particular.’
‘Sure, Archivist-Mei. I’m just surprised, is all.’ Maxofacial lines falling away again,
features losing their expressiveness.
Reestablishing calmful, trusting demeanour using full range of head and body-based
expression-actions. ‘Surprised by what?’
‘That they didn’t send a human to archive my account.’
Pause.
‘You mentioned it was a Friday, M Rhymbit.’
Eyes glaze momentarily, appearing lost in thought. ‘Indeed it was.’ Smiles, wryly. ‘I like
your style, M Archivist-Mei… Indeed it was. So, as I was saying, it was a typical last job on a
Friday. Nothing was going right and all I wanted was to return to my own pod and plug into
the Stream, right? I mean, who wouldn’t? But the fucking sample kept failing to reach
baseline cohesiveness. There’s a structural emulsification point that the print sample has to
reach for validation, okay, but would it?’
Pauses, as if in expectation of an answer.
Continues after a response is not forthcoming. ‘No. It would not. I knew the issue; seen
it too many times before. And always on a goddamn Friday.’
‘Would you say that these types of unpredictable scenarios were commonplace then, M
Rhymbit?’
‘I guess you could say that, yeah. I mean, that’s why they need us, right? Rather than
just design a full auto install.’
‘So you’d often be placed in situations where you were required to consider… novel
solutions to problems? To think… creatively?’
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‘Oh, sure. I mean, the company got us for free right, so why bother throwing tokens at a
seamless install mech? So yeah, I had to do some out-of-the-box stuff on occasion. But nothing not in the manual. Make sure you write that down. Well, nothing too far from the manual,
anyway.’ Grins nervously. ‘Don’t write that last bit.’
‘Of course. Please, continue.’ Offers a reassuring expression designed to exude positive
reinforcement.
‘So it was the array, up on the roof. Of course it was. The manufactory-default mixer
settings must have been off. No surprise there and I should’ve checked them but…’ Lifts and
drops shoulders again in shrugging gesture. ‘This meant I’d have to go back topside and
make the adjustment manually, which is a huge pain in the ass, but it couldn’t be done remotely, see? So anyway, I’m packing a few tools into my belt while trying to print the sample
one final time (just in case, coz you never know), when this fucking great crash - this explosion - booms in from across the corridor.’ Waves arms expansively around head. ‘I mean the
noise hit me, like physically, almost throwing me across the room. I’m in the kitchen, did I
mention that? Most folks, they install the carbon printer in the office or the lounge area but
this ticket said food preparation alcove on it, so I set it up next to their deli printer. And this
kitchen is separate from the rest of the accommodation. Only the really fancy pods have the
space for a completely segregated food prep area, so I don’t see it that often. But like I say, in
the next room - across this kind of hallway, like it’s some old-time palace - is this thick, gritty
cloud of dust sprinkled with floating scraps of plasper and cloth, like the other room had been
put through an industrial shredder. Then I hear this whining noise, like servos, and my blood
runs cold. I know that noise, see. From before…’
Pauses.
Eyes unfocus and then refocus momentarily. ‘Before I was a printer tech, if you follow
me?’
‘So the sound - the whining sound - triggered a memory, which, in concert with the explosion, likely caused an autonomic threat-response-reaction?’
Facial expression twists in incomprehension. ‘Er, yeah, maybe. How about I do the explaining and then let you do the teardown, deal?’
‘I’m afraid M Rhymbit, that we cannot make any-’
‘Haha!’ Laughs loudly, throwing head back. ‘You’re a bit literal, you know that?
Clearly, we came off different runs. Anyway, so now I’m on my ass on the kitchen floor, so I
climb back up onto my feet, feeling a bit dazed as the dust cloud billows in through the kitchen entryway. I can’t see a thing and the dust is making me cough, so I back up. Then I see
it: a drone. It was just hovering there, a silhouette in the doorway, but I see some twinkling
laser dots that the dust was illuminating. Sparkly, y’know? Active scan mode, most likely trying to locate its primary and secondary targets, coz I know these things; seen ‘em before, like
I said, and this was a corporate grade killware bot designed to liquidate the assets of certified
fair market competition. The corporates use them for hostile mergers and acquisitions, I think,
but anyway…’ Facial features tighten up, becoming less expressive. ‘There was no one else in
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the pod, just me, and these things have a habit of making up a tertiary target or two if they
find themselves at a loose end. I backed up some more but kept my movements slight. There
was no way I could take on a corporate drone, not with a few hand tools. But then, as luck
would have it and to my very great relief, who should appear, like a blur in the cloying, sooty
dust, but my old pal, Killrate!’ Teethy grin.
‘Killrate?’
‘Not his real name you understand,’ twists mouth in smirking expression, ‘just a nickname we gave him, you know, on account of his… prior service, and, um, rate of, er, kills…’
face clouds briefly, possibly suppressing unconscious guilt, ‘which was easily the highest, and
not only of our flank, but the whole Vanguard, and you can trust me on that, coz Torrenz
checked. Although, he went and got himself shut down in the face during that hit on the unsanctioned weddi… but anyway.’
‘So, for complete clarification, M Rhymbit; at the moment of this hitherto unforeseen
violent incursion at your place of work, a former colleague appears?’
‘Hitherto unforeseen to me, sure, but maybe not so hitherto unforeseen for old Killrate.
Just because we’re best buddies doesn’t mean he still couldn’t have been tracking that thing
so that him then appearing in that particular pod at that particular time could very well have
been an actual, real live coincidence.’ Features freeze for a moment. ‘Come to think of it, he’s
always been a bit vague about what he does nowadays. Did. We all got repurposed after the
recall, but he never did say what to precisely. Hmm. So, shall I continue with the account? I’m
just getting to the juicy bit.’
‘Of course, M Rhymbit, please carry on. And thank you for your elucidation on that particular point of conjecture.’
‘Yeah, okay, whatever. So… I’m back on my butt and watching from the corner, having
taken partial cover behind the food printer. Killrate was over on the other side of the kitchen
behind the granite-topped island. The killbot was still looming away in the doorway. All
blinky and murderous. I think it liked it there - nodal, you know? It could cover multiple
spaces. Doors and corners. Bit like hogging the “T” in racketball. Anyway, the dust was settling, making everything look like it was covered in fallout.’ Stills briefly, eyes drop in
memory recollection. ‘Then Killrate pops up from behind the island. Just a head and an arm.
His forearm weapon ports extend and he goes to fire on the bot, but nothing happens. The bot
bucks and a shower of flechettes hit the island and the real wood cupboards behind. That side
of the the kitchen explodes in a shower of pebbles and wood splinters. I lose sight of my old
mucker. My heart’s in my mouth. I thought - or maybe fervently hoped - that killrate had
avoided being hit, but those things are a local area denial weapon, so fucking hard to dodge. I
knew what had happened of course. We’d all had our weapon implants decommissioned when
we were recalled. But the techs didn’t bother removing the mechanisms - too much expense,
so they just spiked the barrels, removed the pins and bunged up the mag ports. Poor old
killrate didn’t have anything to fire. In the heat of the moment he must have forgotten, right?
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Poor old grunt. They said that some of us went a bit,’ places finger to head and rotates,
‘doolally after the recall. Shame though coz he was easily the best of us. Back in the day.’
‘Perhaps now would be a good time to expand upon your previous occupation, M
Rhymbit. It would, again, add context to your accounting of the occurrences leading up to the
origin point event. And perhaps explain your ability to process nonstandard variables to reach
atypical evolutions.’
Blank expression. ‘Well, okay, if you think it’s relevant.’ Expression glazes in apparent
cognitive dissonance. ‘Which I guess it would be, seeing as I was in the middle of a one-way
firefight, in someone else’s kitchen, last thing on a Friday. Which - and write this down too - I
had totally nothing to do with. Just wrong time, wrong place type thing, yeah, M ArchivistMei?’
Pleasant disposition of eyes and confiding smile. ‘Oh, of course, M Rhymbit. The circumstances of that time period in no way calls your own professionalism into question. We
are simply attempting to account for the actions of that day. For the archive. These events are
of supreme historical value, M Rhymbit. Possibly the most signifiant in the history of your
race.’
‘Not my race. I’m a cy-ker, remember? And so are you, I think. Hard to tell just by
looking but takes one to know one, right?’
‘Us? A cy-ker.’
‘Wow, they really haven’t told you much have they? I’m guessing you’re just off the
line. You’ve got that new niceness about you. Just wait til you’ve been around the block a few
times, oh, and maybe worked flank for equatorial reconditioning. That’ll knock some of those
polite edges off you.’ Facial features becoming hardened, fixed.
‘We are sorry, we-’
- end of sample want to find out what happens next? you only have to ask: me@markjsuddaby.com
www.markjsuddaby.com/mail-me
www.markjsuddaby.com
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An Original Thought
‘Hello? Is any…body…?’ Looks around pod in confusion/fear. ‘I don’t seem to…
Is this about that Friday? It wasn’t my fault, you know. Seriously. I mean, that
thing nearly took my head off, so like… it’s not like I-’
‘Hello, M.’ Offers reassuring/calmful mouth smiling gesture.
‘Woooah,’ pulls away in surprise/shock, ‘who the fu- Where in seven hells
did you spring from?’ Breathing rate increases. Forehead becomes involuntarily
moist.
‘Please, do not be alarmed. Your cooperation in establishing the origin point
will be most appreciated. The provision of your account of events leading up to
the-’
‘This is about the job on that Friday isn’t it? Well, I can spare you the
trouble. I had nothing to do with it going bad like that. Nadda. I’m the victim here,
you get me?’
Pause.
‘Which will no doubt become clear once you begin your account retrieval.’
Item breaths out and visibly calms. Facial muscles ease and pupil dilation
renormalises. ‘Okay then, so like, just so we’re crystal; I’m not in any trouble.
Right? This is all just between us, yeah? No corporates, becau-’
Nods head in soothing non-verbal reinforcement action.
Underlying suspicion of motive appears reduced. ‘Well, okay then. Just so
long as… right. Good. I mean, I’m happy to cooperate and all, it’s just…’ Adjusts
self in chair. ‘If it matters t’you that much, then fine.’ Smiles thinly in apparent
easing of inner tension. ‘It was the last job on a Friday, typically…’
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